
THE PROBLEM OF NOUN INCORPORATION IN 
AMERICAN LANGUAGES 

BY EDWARD SAPIR 

HE term “incorporation” has been much used in discussion 
devoted to the structure of American languages. Despite the 
steadily growing mass of American linguistic material, a good 

share of the data presented in the last few decades being distinctly 
superior from the point of view of critical analysis to much that 
served as illustrative material in earlier days, it can not be asserted 
that the term is always clearly understood or satisfactorily defined. 
This paper is not at all concerned with whether the linguistic stocks 
of America are or are not as a whole characterized by a process 
that may be called “noun incorporation,” but aims merely to give 
a usable definition of the term and to show that several of these 
stocks actually make use of the process. This may not seem a very 
revolutionary attempt, nor is i t  inhnded to be. As, however, Dr 
Kroeber has undertaken in a recently published paper to demon- 
strate the mythical or, a t  any rate, theoretically unlikely character 
of noun incorporation, i t  seems in order to accept his implied chal- 
lenge and to present some new data by way of rebuttal. 

On two or three negative points all must be in hearty agree- 
ment with Dr Kroeber. In the first place so-called pronominal 
incorporation and noun incorporation stand in no necessary relation 
to each other. A very large number of American, as of non-Ameri- 
can, languages make use in the verb of affixed elements of pro- 
nominal signification ; they are, as regards their syntactical use, 
very commonly subjective, less frequently, though by no means 
rarely, also objective, and still less commonly they indicate also 
dative, ablative, or other case relations (thus, in Wasco, “him” 
and “me” in “ I  give i t  to him” and “he takes i t  from me” are 
as thoroughly “ incorporated ” into the verb-complex as are the 

T 

1A. L. Kroeber, ”Noun Incorporation in American Languages.” XVZ. Inter- 
nalionaler Amerikanisten-Kongess, 1909, pp. 569-76. 
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subjective “ I ”  and “he” and objective “it”). As Dr Kroeber 
points out, it is incorrect to consider these pronominal elements 
as truly ‘ I  incorporated ” forms of independent personal pronouns ; 
being either simpler in form than the latter or, often enough, 
etymologically unrelated to them, they are best considered as formal 
or inflectional in character. Whether or not they may, in particular 
cases, be thought to have been originally independent elements 
that have, through an intermediate proclitic or enclitic stage, 
coalesced with the verb stem into a morphologic unit, matters not 
at  all ; historical considerations should not interfere with a descrip- 
tive analysis, otherwise morphologic change in language ceases to 
have a meaning. In the case of the Wascol sentences referred to 
before, the “incorporated” elements -n- “ I ,  me,” -E- “it,” and -i- 
‘ I  him,” are evidently not actually incorporated forms or secondary 
developments of the corresponding independent personal pronouns 
ndika, Mxka, and y&ka, while -tc- “he” (as subject of transitive 
verb) is quite unrelated to the independent pronoun. Few more 
striking cases can be found than that of Takelma. Here we have 
no less than eight distinct a f i e s  to indicate the first person singular 
(“my, I ,  me”) in the noun and verb (d, -t‘ek‘, - t ‘R‘ ,  -t‘e*, -tern, 
-‘n, -n, -xi), yet not one of these is etymologically related to the 
independent pronoun gi‘. Clearly, then, the incorporation of a 
noun or noun stem into the verb is not in most cases analogous to 
pronominal “incorporation.” I t  may even be argued on general 
grounds that nominal and pronominal incorporation tend to be 
mutually exclusive processes. The main purpose of a pronominal 
affix is to refer to or replace a substantive, in the former case often 
determining also its syntactic relation; hence a pronominally in- 
corporating language should find noun incorporation unnecessary, 

The fact that this theoretical conclusion is by no 
means entirely borne out by the facts shows how little reliance is 
to be placed in a priori considerations. We shall find, however, that 
noun incorporation can indeed exist without true pronominal 
incorporation or rather inflection. 

In the second place it is clear that verbal affixes that refer to 
nouns, in other words, convey a substantival idea, are not instances 

’ and vice versa. 

1 Of Chinookan stock. 
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of noun incorpration if they are etymologically unrelated to the 
independent nouns or noun stems with which they seem logically 
connected. Such affixes are generally either instrumental (Siouan, 
Shoshonean) or local (Kwakiutl, Salish) in character, but may also 
be employed to represent the logical object or even, in the case of 
intransitive verbs, subject (this use is characteristic of Kwakiutl, 
Chemakum, and Salish). As long, however, as they are lexically 
distinct from noun stems proper, they must be looked upon as 
grammatical elements pure and simple, however concrete their signifi- 
cation may seem. They are logically related to independent nouns 
of the same or allied meaning as are tense affixes to independent 
adverbs of time. This working over of substantival concepts into 
the verb-unit as derivational rather than compositional elements 
is decidedly characteristic of several American linguistic stocks ; 
it belongs rather to the sphere of “polysynthesis” than noun in- 
corporation. I t  is true, as D;Kroeber points out, that body-part 
ideas are particularly apt to receive such grammatical treatment, 
yet it is decidedly misleading to imply, as he does, that body-part 
affixes generally form a closed class entirely apart from all others. 
In Siouan the idea of instrumental activity is far more strongly 
developed in these elements, here prefixes, than that of reference 
to distinct body-parts. Thus Ponka pa- means not so much “with 
the hand’’ as “by pressing with the hand,” while Ponka ma- and 
mu-, Dakota ba- and bo-, refer to no parts of the body a t  all 
but to instrumentality apart from the body, being respectively 
translatable by “by cutting, with a knife” and “by shooting”; 
similarly, Ponka nu- is rendered “by heat, by fire.” I t  is very 
doubtful whether, to use Dr Kroeber’s own example, Dakota ya- 
contains a more specific reference to “mouth” than does Ponka 
nu- to “fire.” In southern Paiute, a Shoshonean dialect, we have, 
as in Siouan, a set of instrumental prefixes referring to parts of 
the body, though such reference is rather clearer in the case of 
Paiute than in that of Dakota or Ponka. As in these latter, so also 
in Paiute the instrumental prefixes are etymologically unrelated 

1 See Boas, “ Notea on the Ponka Grammar.” r jm Session dw Congrls International 
dcs AmCricanislcs, 2, p. 328; Boas and Swanton, Siouan. jr3 (Handbook of American 
Indian Languages, I, pp. goa-gos). 
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to the noun stems that express the corresponding body-part concepts. 
Examples are fa- “with the foot” (noun stem nampa-), q2-l “with 
the teeth’’ (noun stem turpu-), mu- “with the hand” (perhaps 
ultimately related to noun stem moeo-), tco- “with the head” 
(noun stem t“‘tsi-). It  is important, however, to observe that 
with these body-part prefixes are necessarily to be grouped a number 
of other instrumental prefixes in which the reference is to a noun 
other than one defining a part of the body or to mode of action 
not very definitely connected with a particular object. Such are 
tu- “with a missile, by throwing,” tsi “with the point of a long object, 
with the end of a stick,” wu-2 “with the edge or body of a long 
object, with any part of a stick but the point,” qu- “with fire, by 
burning.” The I ‘  substantivals,” furthermore, of Salish and Kwa- 
kiutl include not only body-part elements but also such as have 
reference to other important noun concepts, such as “fire,” “house,” 
‘ I  round object.” 

I t  becomes evident, therefore, that Dr Kroeber’s attempt to 
set off body-part elements as such from all other substantive 
affixes is not well justified by the facts. There is, i t  is true, 
a tendency in America to emphasize body-part relations and 
activities, yet this tendency is fundamentally of psychological, 
not morphological, interest. There is, then, no reason why noun 
stems denoting parts of the body should not be accepted as evidence 
of noun incorporation under the same circumstances as those under 
which other noun stems are so accepted. The main point to.be 
determined in any particular case, as far as noun incorporation 
is concerned, is not whether instrumental, local, objective, or 
other substantival affixes do or do not refer to parts of the body, but 
whether or not they are identical with or closely related to inde- 
pendent nouns. According to Dr Kroeber, “an acquaintance with 
any number of American languages and with the parts which ele- 

1 I is used to represent a high back unrounded vowel, practically unrounded close 
u; it has by other students been heard as an obscure or imperfectly articulated front 
rounded vowel and accordingly written id or 0. There is in Ute a true (I, corresponding 
to southern Paiute 0,  as well as this I. 7 is ng of English eing. 

* u is a phonetic variant of I and is found particularly after labial consonants. It 
is not quite so high as I and seems to have a slight amount of inner rounding; it is 
sometimes difficult to distinguish from A (English u in but). 

AM. ANTW., N. S., 13-17 
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ments of this class play in a t  least some of them, brings so strong 
a conviction of their peculiar qualities, that even the apparent 
direct objective use of indepeudent noun-stems denoting parts of the 
body in single-word verb-complexes seems dependent on the unique 
character of these stems, rather than as being true noun-incorpor- 
ation.” * This conviction is not shared by the present writer, to 
whom noun incorporation seems of fundamental interest rather as 
a formal or morphological than lexical or psychologic process. 
The importance of bearing clearly in mind the great formal differ- 
ence between body-part elements etymologically distinct from noun 
stems and incorporated body-part noun stems will become evident 
when the body-part prefixes of Takelma are discussed. 

On a third point one can not but unqualifiedly agree with Dr 
Kroeber. Many American languages form denominative verbs 
from noun stems by means of various derivative affixes of verbal, 
generally transitive, meaning. Thus, from Paiute qani- house ’’ 
are formed panintcu- ‘ I  to build a house ” and panixuai- a I ‘  to have 
a house,” from Yana huuyauba- “deer fat” is formed hauyaubd- 
iniguiea- to contain nothing but deer fat.” In these derivative 
verbs the nouns “house” and “deer fat” can not be considered as 
incorporated, for the verbal elements. -ntcu-, -xu&, and -*inigui*a- 
are not verb stems but verb-forming affixes morphologically com- 
parable to English -ize in verbs of the type materialize, pauperize. 
I t  can hardly be maintained, however, that verbs of this type have 
had much to do with a belief in the existence of noun incorporation, 
the process that they illustrate being a familiar one in Indo-Ger- 
manic. Eskimo, a language particularly rich in suffixes that verbify 
nouns, has been termed polysynthetic, but has not been employed 
by serious students as a source of examples of noun incorporation. 

What, then, is noun incorporation? Dr Kroeber defines i t  
as follows :- I ‘  Noun incorporation is the combination into one word 
of the noun object ,and the verb functioning as the predicate 
of a sentence.” This definition seems acceptable enough at  first 

*Italics mine. These italicized words practically define objective noun incor- 
poration for a limited clci.88 of nouns. 

9 Kroeber. loc. cit., p. 572. 
axJ is palatalized x. approximately as ch in German ich. 
4 Kroeber, loc. cit., p. 569. 
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sight, and there would be no great difficulty, on the basis of it, 
in proving the existence of noun incorporation in America. Ex- 
amining the definition, we find that two things are required-a 
noun must combine with the verb-predicate into a word-unit, 
and the noun so combined must function as the object of the verb. 
The first requirement is morphologic in character, the second 
purely syntactic; in other words, the first calls for a certain type 
of word formation, while the second demands that a particular 
logical relation subsist between the two independent elements that 
enter into this word formation. Without denying the abstract right 
to set up such a definition, it would seem that the combining of a 
morphologic requirement with an independent syntactic one yields, 
on general principles, a definition of too narrow a scope for the 
discussion of as fundamental a problem as noun incorporation is 
felt to be. Noun incorporation is primarily either a morphologic 
or syntactic process; the attempt to put it under two rubrics a t  
the same time necessarily leads to a certain amount of artificiality 
of treatment. A parallel case will make clearer the point here 
raised. Noun composition may be defined as the combining into 
a word of two independent words or stems, the resulting word 
being treated as a noun. There is no limitation put here on the 
syntactic relation between the two elements of the compound. 

Steam-engine,” ‘ I  concert-singer,” and I ‘  song-writer ” are mor- 
phologically of one class, all three examples consisting of two nouns 
united into one, the first serving in some way or other to qualify 
the second. Yet the syntactic or logical relation that obtains 
between the two members of these compound nouns is different 
in each case. In the case of “steam-engine” the word “steam” 
may be looked upon as connected instrumentally with “engine,” 
“ steam-engine ” being thus logically equivalent to or the substitute 
of the more definitely syntactic “engine that runs by means of 
steam”; “concert,” on the other hand, defines “singer” locatively, 
in other words, “concert-singer” is the logical equivalent of “singer 
in concerts”; “song,” finally, is logically the object of “writer,” 
the last compound noun given being the equivalent of “one who 
writes songs.” In short, we have in these nouns examples of one 
type of word morphologically, of three types (instrumental, loca- 

4 1  
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tive, and objective) syntactically or logically. At this point i t  may 
be objected that it is artificial, from a grammatical point of view, 
to assign to the first members of the three compounds selected 
a definite syntactic value, the ,ideas of instrumentality, location, 
and the objective relation being giyen no grammatical expression 
but being implied on purely logical grounds. No doubt there is 
reason for such an objection, but precisely the. same argument may 
be employed in dealing with verbs in which the verb stem is modified 
in some way by a noun stem coalescing with it. If we form three 
verbs parallel to the compound nouns we have selected, “ to steam- 
run,” “ to  concert-sing,” and “ to  song-write,” i t  is evident that 

steam,” “concert,” and “song” are respectively related to the 
verbs “run,” “sing,” and “write” as noun of instrument, locative 
noun, and direct object. These relations are, however, just as 
purely logical, non-grammatical, in the case of the verbs as in that 
of the nouns. As far as grammar is concerned there is not the 
slightest reason why “ to  song-write” or “steam-engine” should 
not be understood to mean “to write by means of a song” or “engine 
built of steam”; the absurdity of interpretation in these cases is 
only a logical one. I t  so happens in English, as in most or all 
Indo-Germanic languages, that verbs of the type “ song-write ” 
or “steam-run,” that is, compound verbs in which the first member 
of the compound is a noun, are not readily formed or are not formed 
at all.1 There is, however, not the slightest theoretical reason why 
such compound verbs should not exist; that they do exist will 
have become clear before the end of this paper is reached. 

41 

1Verbs like “to typewrite” are of coyrse only apparent exceptions; they are only 
secondarily verbal in character, being denominative derivatives from already existing 
compound nouns. Similarly, in Greek, uapKo4do ” I eat flesh” is not a derivative of 
a non-existing verb e a y k ,  but a denominative verb derived from the substantive 
compound rapKoKo9dyos “flesh-eating”; 80 also Latin acdihcd I ‘  I build’,’ is not directly 
compounded of acdi- “house” and non-existing fucd. but is either derived from a noun 
stem acdifec- “house-builder’’ or formed on the analogy of verbs like pontijca that are 
themselves derived from noun stems (e. g. ponlifcc-). On the other hand, while nouns 
like “man-eater” can not be considered as conclusive evidence of noun incorporation, 
serious exception must be taken to Dr Kroeber’s statement that it may not illustrate 
noun incorporation “because ‘eater’ is functionally a noun” (Kroeber, loc. cit., p. 570). 
This may or may not be true, according to the genius of the particular linguistic stock 
discussed. ”Man-eater” ia not necessarily compounded, as in English, of “man” 
and “eater,” but may be a noun of agency directly formed from a compound verb 
“man-eat.’’ “Man” + “eater” is not morphologically equal to “man-eat’’ + -er. 
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I t  is this process of compounding a noun stem with a verb that 
it is here proposed to call noun incorporation, no matter what the 
syntactic function of the noun logically is. The type of verb, 
“ to song-write,” that Dr Kroeber alone regards as illustrative of 
noun incorporation, is best considered a particular class of the more 
general type of noun-verb compound verb. As a matter of fact, 
it is often just as difficult, a t  least in some American languages, 
to draw the line between the objective and non-objective use of an 
incorporated noun as it is to determine the precise syntactic value 
of the qualifying member of a compound noun. Thus “ I  hit his 
face” may often be interpreted locatively as “ I  hit him in the face;” 
while even so transparent an example as “ I  eat meat” may at times 
be understood instrumentally as “ I  feed on or with meat.” I t  is 
not claimed that in all American linguistic stocks that are concerned 
in this problem of noun incorporation the syntactic value of the 
incorporated noun is variable, but the fact that i t  is variable in 
several languages (Takelma, Yana, Shoshonean) that illustrate 
objective noun incorporation justifies the setting up of as broad a 
definition as possible for the process. This definition is of a purely 
morphologic, not syntactic, character. The main point of psy- 
chologic interest here involved is that logical relations that are 
in many, probably most, languages expressed by syntactic means 
are in several American languages expressed, to at least some extent, 
by morphologic, or, if preferred, compositional processes. “ I 
song-write’’ is such a replacement of the syntactic “ I  write songs,” 
but the replacement is logically and psychologically parallel to that  
of “as white as snow” by “snow-white.” In both cases the gram- 
matical expression of a logical relation, in other words a syntactic 
process, is sacrificed to a compositional process in which the logical 
relation is only implied. The sacrifice of syntax to morphology 
or word-building is indeed a general tendency in more than one 
American language. 

The broader or more inclusive a concept, the more urgently 
it requires classification to make it practically usable. I t  is clear 
that in the concept “noun incorporation” as defined above several 
fairly distinct processes and usages have been combined, and i t  
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will be found that in the actual details of the use of noun incor- 
poration those American languages that come under the general 
category “noun incorporating” often differ materially among 
themselves, each traveling more or less its own way. I t  is of little 
use to classify noun incorporation into various types on purely 
logical grounds; all a priori schemes of linguistic processes based 
on logical considerations are apt to be found encumbered with 
artificialities when tested by application to particular languages. 
Only such varieties of noun incorporation will be here suggested 
as a certain amount of familiarity with some American languages 
has shown to actually occur. The instrumental, Zocatiwe, and 
objective types of noun incorporation have been already referred to. 
Corresponding to the objective use of incorporated nouns in trans- 
itive verbs we should expect to find a subjective use of such nouns in 
intransitive verbs ; this process, despite Dr Kroeber’s scepticism,’ 
can be illustrated in Iroquois and Pawnee. Examples occur in 
which the incorporated noun does not directly function as the 
subject of the verb but stands logically in a predicative relation 
t o  the subject or object. That is, such sentences as “he travels 
as spy” and “ I  call him an enemy” may be converted into the 
noun-incorporating verbs “he spy-travels ” or “ spy-travels ” (not 
equivalent in this case to “the spy travels”) and “I-enemy-call 
-him” or “ I-enemy-call” (not equivalent to “ I  call the 
enemy”). Such uses of an incorporated noun may be termed 
predicate szibjective and predicate objectiwe. A further type of verb 
with incorporated noun is logically parallel to the so-called bahu- 
ur;ihi2 type of compound noun. In such verbs (generally adjectival 
in meaning) the incorporated noun is not the logical subject of the 
verb but is possessed by another, sometimes grammatically un- 
expressed, noun. Just  as “red-head’’ means not “a red-head’’ 
but “one who has a red-head,” so a bahuvrihi verb with incor- 
porated subject like “ head-is-red” would mean not “the head 
is red ” but “he has a red head.” Such verbs sometimes look super- 
- 

1 Kroeber, loc. cit.. p. 573. 
* A  Sanskrit word borrowed from native Hindu grammatical terminology. The 

word means “much-rice,’’ that is, “having much rice.” and is itself an example of the 
class of compound nouns for which it serves as label. 
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ficially like noun compounds with a verb or adjective as the quali- 
fying member; this deceptive resemblance is also often shared by 
intransitive, particularly adjectival, verbs with incorporated noun 
subject. 

Of fundamental importance is the distinction between verbs 
denoting permanent or general activity and those predicating a 
single act. Thus “ I  meat-eat” may be understood to mean either 
“ I eat meat, I am a meat-eater” or ‘ I  I eat the meat (at one point 
of time)”; in its former sense it may be termed a verb of general 
application, in its latter sense one of particular application. The 
various syntactic types of verbs with incorporated noun enumer- 
ated above may be used in either a general or particular sense. 
Thus the verb “ I concert sing” with locative incorporated noun 
may either mean “ I sing at  concerts, my business is that of singing 
at concerts, ” or “ I am singing at  the concert.” Bahuvrihi verbs, 
however, hardly occur except as verbs of general application. 
This distinction between a general and particular type of verb is 
of significance in so far as in some American languages verbs with 
incorporated noun always belong or tend to belong to the former 
type, single activities being expressed by the syntactic method that 
we are familiar with in Indo-Germanic or by one more nearly re- 
sembling it. On the whole, “general” verbs with incorporated 
object are more often met with, or, a t  any rate, met with in more 
languages, than those of the “particular” class, and this fact is 
in striking and significant analogy with the prevailingly ‘ I  general ” 
characte; of compound nouns. 

A third and obvious method of classifying verbs with incor- 
porated noun is to set off those languages that, like Iroquois, 
Pawnee, Shoshonean, and Takelma, prefix the incorporated noun 
to the verb stem from those that, like Yana and Tsimshian, 
suffix it. This distinction, as such, is not one of fundamental 
importance, being bound up to some extent with the more 
general one of the prevailingly suffixing or prefixing character 
of the particular language. I t  is significant, however, for lan- 
guages that make use of both prefixes and suffixes, to note with 
what group of affixes’the incorporated noun is affiliated, for infer- 
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ences may sometimes be drawn in this way as to the essential nature 
of the incorporative process. When in Paiute, for instance, the 
incorporated noun is prefixed to the verb stem, and it is further noted 
that practically all relational elements, including the pronominal 
affixes, are suffixed, while adverbial stems and instrumental elements 
are prefixed, it becomes fairly evident that the incorporated noun 
is, from its morphologic treatment, not so much of syntactic as of 
compositional value; “ to rabbit-kill ” is not morphologically com- 
parable to “to kill-him,” but rather to “ to quickly-kill.” 

Let us now turn to a brief review of the facts in regard to noun 
incorporation in a number of American languages that can be shown 
to make use, in greater or less degree, of the process. To illustrate 
noun incorporation, Nahuatl has been often cited. The noun 
object of a transitive verb may in Nahuatl be either incorporated 
into the verb-complex by being inserted between the verb stem and 
the prefixed pronominal subject, in which case it loses its nominal 
suffix (4, 4, -in), or i t  may be expressed independently of the 
verb, its syntactic value being given by an objective pronominal 
element that immediately precedes the verb stem ; this latter process 
is plentifully illustrated elsewhere in America and has often been 
termed objective pronominal incorporation. Thus, in Nahuatl, 
one may either say ni-c-qua in nacatl “I-it-eat the flesh’’ or 
ni-nica-qua “ I-flesh-eat.” According to Dr W. Lehmann,’ how- 
ever, there is an important difference in meaning between these 
sentences. The former means “ I  eat the flesh” ( a particular act), 
the latter “ I eat flesh, I am a flesh-eater.” In other words, noun- 
incorporation of the object seems to occur in Nahuatl, a t  any rate 
according to Lehmann, only in verbs of what was above termed the 
general type. The incorporated noun of Nahuatl does not always 
appear, however, with the syntactic value of an object, and this 
point, though not often urged, is naturally of primary importance. 
In the sentence ni-k-tle-watsa in nakatl 2 “ I-it-fire-roast the 

1 W. Lehmann. “Ergebnisse und Aufgaben der mexikanistischen Forschung.” 
ArchivfUr Anfhropologic, VI, 1907, pp. 113-168. See English translation by Seymour 
de Ricci. Mefhods and Results in Mexican Research, 1909. pp. 65. 66. Dr ‘Kroeber is 
not literally correct when he implies (Kroeber. loc. cit.. p. 574) that no explanation has 
ever been given of the ditrerence in treatment of the Nahuatl noun object. 

‘This and the following examples are taken from F. Misteli. Cbarakfcrisfik der 
hauplsilchlichsfen Typen des Sprachbaucs, pp. 120. 115. Misteli’s more phonetic 
un-Spanish orthography is here preserved. 
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meat ” the incorporated noun tle- (absolute tletl) “fire” is instru- 
mental in value; in 8-ki-ketf-kotdn-kb in it%tekki “(they) had- 
him-neck-cut the robber” (a . . . kb denotes plural perfect) the 
incorporated noun ket9- (absolute ket3tZi) “ neck” is equivalent to 
a locative; in idtii-kwepdni in no-kwik “ flower-blossoms the my- 
song, my song blossoms like a flower” the incorporated noun 
Sat& (absolute i d t W )  is predicative to the subject, this sentence 
illustrating the predicate subjective type of noun incorporation 
already spoken of. These last three examples, i t  may be incident- 
ally observed, seem rather particular than general in their applica- 
tion. For the existence, then, of noun incorporation in Nahuatl 
there seems good evidence, assuming, of course, that examples 
of the types cited are in genuine use. I t  is clear, furthermore, that 
noun incorporation of the object is in Nahuatl only a special 
syntactic use of a more general process of noun incorporation, and 
that this process is more or less analogous to noun composition (in 
noun compounds the first member loses the suffix found in the 
absolute form). 

IDr Kroeber states that “serious doubt is cast on all noun- 
incorporation in Nahuatl by the indication of complete lack of 
incorporation in all related languages. The Shoshonean dialects 
are but little known, yet enough to make i t  certain that incorpora- 
tion of the noun is at least not a typical process and probably does 
not occur in them at all.”1 But noun incorporation does undoubt- 
edly occur in at least some Shoshonean dialects, as a recent study of 
Ute and southern Paiute has convinced the writer? Before giving 
examples of Shoshonean noun incorporation, i t  will be well to point 

‘Kroeber, loc. cit., pp. 574, 575. The genetic relationship of Shoshonean and 
Nahuatl is not so definitely established or. in any event, not so clot)e as to  justify one 
in drawing inferences as to Nahuatl noun incorporation from corresponding facts in 
Shoshonean, the more so as “the Shoshonean dialects are but little known.” 

*A month’s work was done by the writer in the latter part of the summer of 1909 
among the Northern Ute of Utah. During four months of the winter and spring of 
1910 a considerable body of Kaibab Paiute material, including a set of texts, was 
obtained from a Paiute student of the Indian school at Carlisle, Pa. Kaibab Paiute 
is spoken in S. W. Utah and N. W. Arizona; it differs more phonetically than grammat- 
i d l y  from Ute, both southern Paiute (as distinguished from northern Paiute or Pavi- 
otso) and Ute belonging to Dr Kroeber’s “Ute-Chemehuevi” group. Both sets of 
material were obtained for the Museum of the University of Pennsylvania. 
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out in how little relation noun incorporation here stands to the 
treatment of the pronominal elements. It was stated before that 
incorporated nouns are, in Paiute, prefixed, pronominal elements 
suffixed to the verb stem. Prop- 
erly speaking, pronominal elements are not affixed a t  all to the verb 
stem, but are merely added on enclitically. So many apparently 
clear examples of pronominal incorporation can be adduced in Paiute, 
that a t  first blush this statement will appear paradoxical, yet it is 
not difficult to demonstrate. 
" I  shall strike him" (verb stem ton+; future suffix -vdn.ia-; 3d 
animate visible singular - u p ;  1st singular -ni) -aqa- "him" and 
-ni " I " seem thoroughly welded into the verb-complex, the more 
so as the final a of -viiniu- contracts with the initial a of -aqa- into 
a long ii. Yet if we begin the sentence with the word pan'dwaq'wi 
" house-in" we can say qun4waqzuiuqan" tondviin4 " house-in- 
him-I strike-shall, I shall strike him in the house." This 
usage can hardly be explained otherwise than by regarding the 
unindependent pronouns as enclitic elements which may attach 
themselves to any word in the sentence, very frequently, of course, 
the verb. I t  is clear, then, that if genuine examples of noun incor- 
poration can be given in Paiute, i t  follows that nominal and pro- 
nominal incorporation do not necessitate each other. 

A number of examples of noun incorporation have been selected 
from the Paiute manuscript material a t  the writer's disposal; i t  
should be borne in mind that all the forms about to be given actually 
occur in texts. Examples of noun incorporation of the object are 
first given :- 

But this is not the whole story. 

In a verb form like ton.dwdn.iiiqan'd 

1 '  denotes aspiration; ' length of preceding consonant; * glottal stop; superior 
vowels and w, J ,  are whispered, but are grammatically equivalent to fully voiced 
vowels and w. y, n, being reduced forms of these; o isopen; b, 8,1, are long open vowels; 
long vowels followed by superior of same vowel reprevent long vowels with parasitic 
rearticulation of vowel; after k denotes palatalization of preceding back consonant ; 

is weak x developed from ' before moderately velar q ;  ' J  is palatalized aspiration, 
weak German ch in ich; y is voiced velar spirant '(North German g in Tage); v is 
bilabial, yet apt to be dento-labial, particularly before i; v" is bilabial with inner 
sounding, acoustldally midway between bilabial v and w; v and R are voiceless v and r 
(weakly trilled tongue-tip r); $, k, and 4 are stopped consonants with simultaneous 
dosure of glottis. 1, u, and A have been already explained (p. 153, notes I ,  2); I is 
a I alatalized form of I, heard as obscure i. 

*Final d of -udn'iu has to be elided. 
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pdm*byaainumpuya' "(he) used to hunt jack-rabbits'' (qdmlu- "jack- 
rabbit"; yaai- "to hunt"; -num- usitative; -puyai  remote past). 

cd'q'uc'" pim'bv'"qaq'a' "having killed one jack-rabbit'' (cz2'q'uc'u 
objective form of cd'yuc'" "one"; p'""qa- "to kill one person or 
animal," p between vowels becomes w and -uw- generally becomes 
-uv"-; v"' becomes voiceless V' before '=; -q'ai subordinating suffix 
indicating identity of subject of main and subordinate clauses). 

qdm'cxdoin'aq'" "jack-rabbits that he had killed" (go% "to kill 
several persons or animals," q between vowels becomes y or x and 
-ux- generally becomes -UXW-;  +'a- verbal-noun suffix; -aqa 
"his") 

''"qwcin'GOxdai~'uip'uyaiyaq'a "(he) caused her to go for wood" 
("'"qwa- "wood," absolute 'uzqwdp'6i; n6"- "to carry on one's back" ; 
- x d a i -  derivative suffix "to go to do"; -i'ui- causative suffix; 
-aqa "her"). 

"''qwdiyd"vaiyrx'" "while bringing back wood" (yci"waiyz- compound 
verb consisting of y h -  "to fetch" and puiyl- "to return"; -x'" final 
form of -yu-, subordinating suffix indicating that subjects of main 
and subordinate clauses are not identical). 

naqpdvaq""antuxwix~um" "while you shake your ears" (naqqaoa- 
"ear," absolute naqqcivav'; 'wicpantuxwi- "to shake," w becomes 
qw between vowels; -x% is palatalized form of -xu-, q u - ,  subordi- 
nating suffix; -e. . . mi "you"). 

wan'ciqwuntcrxdaip'uya' "he went to set his rabbit-net'' (wan'a- 
"rabbit-net"; watci- "to put, set"). 

zti?p"u'cayai'~u "while looking for a knife" (w.0- "knife," absolute 
w'it*si-; p""cayai- "to look for"; -yu subordinating suffix used instead 
of -yu- after -?a&). 

t'a'si~'uV"cayaik''~o "do ye look for flint!" (t'"'sipIf- "'flint''; 
-k"u is palatalized form of -q'a denoting plurality of subject). 

q&in'nor@*uya' "(he) poked for rats with a stick" (qd- "rat," 
absolute qdtsi-;  tsin'noro- "to poke with a stick"). 

I t  is interesting t o  note that certain noun stems seem to lose the 
final vowel when incorporated with certain verbs, sometimes even 
the final consonant and vowel. Thus nuqwu- "track" (absolute 
nuqwdvi) appears sometimes as num-, nun-, naq- (according to place 
of articulation of following stapped consonant), also as nu- and, 

'This form is nominal and means literally "his jack-rabbits-killing'' or "his 
jack-rabbits-killed ones." It implies a verb qdm' O d o i - ,  however. 
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with entire loss of voice, 
as nfm-, nfn-, niv-,I nz-, and 

Similarly, ni’qwu- “person” appears 
An example or two may be given :- 

namplic’aya”kup’uya‘ “(he) started to look for a track” (nam- 
“track”; -ku- inceptive). 

nfcit’caqdaixYa‘ “while teasing a person” (ni- “person” ; cft’cav- 
d a i -  “to tease”; -xu& is palatalized from -xai-, -yai, subordinating 

While one or two of these examples of verbs with incorporated 
noun object seem capable of being interpreted as general in appli- 
cation, most of them evidently refer to particular acts. Inasmuch 
as Paiute can express, and generally does express, the object of the 
verb by providing the unincorporated noun with the accusative 
ending -a or -yu, the problem presents itself of when noun incorpora- 
tion and when the syntactic method is used to express the object. 
This cannot be satisfactorily answered a t  the present time; it can 
only be suggested that what may be called typical or characteristic 
activities, that is, those in which activity and object are found 
regularly conjoimed in experience (e. g.. rabbit-killing, looking for 
a trail, setting a net), tend to be expressed by verbs with incor- 
porated objects, whereas “accidental ” or indifferent activities 
(e. g. seeing a house, finding a stone) are rendered by verbs wit‘h 
independent, syntactically determined nouns. I t  must be admitted, 
however, that a hard and fast line between “characteristic” and 
“accidental” activities would be difficult to draw. 

Other types of noun incorporation than the objective occur in 
Paiute. A few examples will suffice:- 

w‘it’on’op’uya‘ “(he) stabbed with a knife.” 
p‘wO‘slxwi‘pap.~yaiyap‘I”; “with (his) tail (he) hit it” (q‘wu‘si- “tail,” 

absolute q‘wO‘sl~’;  klWi‘pa- “to hit”; -aq’a “it” visible). 
ax6rovwik’~axugp’wagm‘0 “while they were licking it” (axo- “tongue,” 

absolute ax6mp“; toPi- verb stem not separately found: -k‘Ya = 
-p’a- plural subject; -xu- subordinating suffix; -*p’wa- “it” 
invisible; -*mu “they” invisible). 

q w i ~ t ‘ f q w ~ ~ ’ u y a i y a t j a  “he smoked him, locked him up in smoke” 
(qwiz-, cf. pw*<-k’Ya-R” “smoke”; tXvwa- “to lock up”; -aqa “him”). 

ni~wlrm’aq~wup’uyaiyamD~m‘” “they caused them to be persons 

suffix). 

110 do 8 not really disappear in these words, as 710 goes back to original in. 
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again” (naqwu- “person”; maq8wu- “to render, cause to be”; 
-amu- “them” visible; -* , , . mu dual animate subject). 

The first three of these examples show a clear use of the incorporated 
noun as instrument, in the fourth we are perhaps dealing with a 
locative use, while the last verb illustrates the predicate objective 
type of noun incorporation. 

Compound verbs, that is, verbs compounded of two or even 
three verb stems, are common in Paiute. Ordinarily the actions 
expressed by these compounded verb stems are cotirdinated in 
thought, thus I ‘  to sing-stand ’ I  is logically equivalent to “sing and 
stand”; yet there is a number of verb stems that treat a prefixed 
verb stem as the syntactic equivalent of an object. As the latter 
type of compound verb seems to have some bearing on the problem 
of objective noun incorporation, a few examples are given:- 

paydin8nit’zw”it’cueAp’uya1 “(he) learned how to walk” (parain% = 
“to be walking,” composed of verb stem parai- and continuative 
suffix -n8ni-; t‘ivwit’cusa- “to learn how”). 

yadit’zydqq$aq‘“O “do ye make him hunt (game) !” (yaai- “to hunt”; 
tzyira- “to bring about”; q q z -  indirective; -pa-  plural subject; 
-e . . . qwa “him” invisible). 

t&zetz^’n’at’ivwit‘c‘up~raz*q‘wa “(he) asked him to tell a story” (tin&- 
n‘a- “to tell a story”; tWit‘cu- “to ask for, request”; Jqwa 
“him” invisible). 

nzvwdRatonsn”t~qwava‘pvyal “(he) made a noise of shaking off snow 
from (his) feet” (nivva- “snow,” absolute nW’dv{; t‘,@ton%i- 
“to shake off from one’s feet”; tZqwavd- “to make a noise”). 

As far as syntax is concerned, these compound verbs are com- 
parable to verbs with incorporated noun objects. I t  seems fairly 
evident that there is a general tendency in Paiute to modify the 
meaning or limit the range of a verb by compounding i t  with a 
prefixed stem: this second stem may be nominal or verbal, or, i t  
may be added, adjectival (thus a&dt’znt‘i‘pu- “to eat well, eat good 
things” from “&ut.i’- “good ” regularly followed by nasal conso- 
nant, and t“‘pu- “to eat”). Hence noun incorporation is but a 
particular case of verb composition, using that term in its widest 
sense, and objective noun incorporation but a particular syntactic 
use of a larger process. It is important to notice that incorporated 

1 Not a causative suffix. but a verb stem. 
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noun stems, whether of body parts or not, are not affiliated with 
the group of non-radical instrumental prefixes already spoken of. 
In the examples of noun incorporation given above several of these 
instrumental elements occur (pu-, p‘”‘- “with the eyes”; tsi- “with 
the point of a stick”; ti”‘- “with the feet”); in every case i t  will be 
observed that the incorporated noun object (e. g. “knife,” “rat,” 
“snow”) precedes the verb stem with its instrumental prefix. 
The instrumental use of the incorporated noun (e. g. ‘ I  tail”) should 
not mislead us into confusing two distinct classes of prefixed ele- 
ments: the resemblance in such a case is merely syntactic, not 
morphologic. 

Finally, there exists in Paiute a number of intransitive verbs 
with incorporated noun subject; such verbs seem to have reference 
particularly to natural phenomena and states. Examples are :- 

nzvWdyarW’ %now-sits, the mountain peak is covered with snow” 

navwcid‘Y’ “snow-lies, there is a field of snow on the mountain slope” 

pdyarWV “water-sits, there is a lake” (pa-  “water”). 
P ~ y f n ’ a x ’ p a R x ~ U y a i  “fog appeared,” lit. “fog began to sit”. (Pay*lln‘a- 

“fog, cloud,” absolute Nyh’av’; -x’paRy- = q‘azqari‘- “to begin 
to sit,” reduplicated with inceptive meaning from qarz- “to sit”). 

From such verbs-as these are derived present participles in -R: or 
-nt“ (after i-vowels - R ~  becomes - tP or -ntc“) that are employed 
as nouns. Examples are @aydriR; I ‘  water-sitting, lake” ; pbnuz- 
p i n t ‘ ’  “water-running, stream”; ~ & ~ V U ~ U Y ~ R ‘  “ mountain-sitting, 
peak.’”: qdivdvitc’’ “ mountain-lying, plateau.”l So perfectly clear 
is the essentially verbal force of such nouns, that in the plura1,the 
verb stem must change to the plural stem of corresponding meaning. 
Thus the plural verb corresponding to par& is yuxwi-, and p a y d r i R ’  

“lake” becomes pdiyuxwitc” ‘ I  waters-sitting.” That we are here 
really dealing with verbs .with incorporated subjects and not with 
noun compounds in which the qualifying verb. or adjective follows 
the noun stem, is further shown by such forms as p4i‘vkYdxiuit“u 

(nzuwa- “snow”; qarz- “to sit”; -yz present tense. 

(ciui-. “to lie”). 

1 Thus is disposed of a class of apparent noun compounds in wMch what seems to 
be the qualifying member’follows instead of preceding, as it normally should. See 
Kroeber, “ Noun Composition in American Languages,”. Anlhropos, vol. V, 1910, p. 
213. There is in Ute and Paiute no special class of nouns in 9d-, as he suggests. 
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($*‘Wa- “sore, to be sore”; pwit’u- “anus,” absolute k‘wi‘tzimpci), 
a bahztvrihi noun meaning “one who has a sore anus” (proper name), 
and $‘i‘Wcio~raip’vra‘ ‘‘ (he) had a sore back” (oa- “back,” 
absolute &vi; --&- derivative suffix “to have”), a derivative of 
the noun “sore back.” In these true noun compounds the quali- 
fying adjective or verb precedes. 

On comparing Nahuatl noun incorporation with that of Sho- 
shonean, as represented by Paiute, we find a number of striking 
resemblances. In both Nahuatl and Paiute the incorporated noun 
is prefixed to the verb stem; in both i t  often loses a suffix found in the 
absolute form of the noun; in both the incorporated noun is used 
not only objectively, but also instrumentally, locatively, and as 
predicate of subject or object; noun incorporation is in both languages 
but a particular form of modifying the primary meaning of the 
verb by prefixing another stem to that of the verb;’ and in both 
languages the objective relation is more often expressed by syn- 
tactic means than by noun incorporation, the latter method being 
employed, it would seem, in expressing “general” or ‘!characteristic” 
acts as contrasted with “particular” or “accidental” acts. In 
both Nahuatl and Paiute, moreover, the process of noun incor- 
poration is best considered one essentially of composition of inde- 
pendent stems, and this point of view is further justified by the 
fact that in both languages compound nouns can be formed with the 
greatest ease and are actually found in great number. Whether 
these resemblances are due to the often urged genetic relationship 
of Nahuatl and Shoshonean and are thus common Uto-Aztekan 
property, it is as yet too early to say. At any rate, i t  is fair to say 
that the evidence here presented does not militate against the Uto- 
Aztekan hypothesis but, on the contrary, tends to support it. 

Yana has been put by Drs Kroeber and Dixon in a morphological 
class by itself as contrasted with the “central Californian” type. 
We meed not then be surprised to find that i t  makes uSe of the 
I ‘  un-Californian ” process of noun incorporation, The incorporated 
noun of Yana is, like all affixes, suffixed to the verb stem; certain 

1 For examples of Nahuatl verbs compounded with prefixed adjective and verb 

*See maps in their article on “The Native Languages of California,” Amq’can 
stems see Misteli, op. cit.. p. 115. 

Anthropologist, N. s., v. pp. 1-26. 
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derivative suffixes, for instance -0oilmi- 1 “on one side” and indi- 
rective -ma-, may precede an incorporated noun, others, such as 
-gu- “ a  little” and causative -%-, regularly follow it. Following the 
derivative suffixes of the second class are the temporal and modal 
suffixes, these, in turn, being followed by the personal endings. 
The incorporated noun is thus very firmly knit into the verh-com- 
plex, never standing a t  its absolute beginning or end. All nouns 
in Yana end in their absolute form either in a radical short vowel 
or, if the stem is monosyllabic or the stem final is a long vowel, 
diphthong, or consonant, in a suffixed -nu. When incorporated, 
the noun loses this -nu and, if the stem ends in a short vowel other 
than 4, adds an -i; noun stems beginning with b and d sometimes 
change these consonants to w and r. The incorporated form -wai- 
of the noun bdna “deer” (stem bu-) illustrates several of these 
rules. 

An incorporated noun is often objective in meaning, while its 
use with locative, predicate subjective, or bahuvrihi force is also 
quite common. As the incorporated noun is treated in exactly 
the same way, as regards both position and phonetic change, no 
matter what its syntactic value may be, it is obvious how highly 
artificial i t  would be, from the Yana point of view, to treat objective 
noun incorporation as an isolated process. Some examples of 
Yana noun incorporation follow, and first such as illustrate the 
objective type :- 

k!utxdisindja “I  am thirsty” (kluf- “to want, desire”; -xai-,  incor- 
porated form of xdna, hdna “water”; -si-  present tense; -ndja 

klunmiydusindja “I am hungry” (-miyau-, reduced form of md‘yauna 

klut‘dusindja “I want fire” (8 is inorganic; au-, incorporated form 

klhuwawisindja “I  wish to have a home” (k!uru- dkveIoped from 

kluruwdisindja “I want deer meat” (-wai-, incorporated form of bdna 

1 For phonetic key to Yana see E. Sapir, “Yana Texts.“ University of California 

’N. Yana dialect. C. Yana has more archaic klun-: this form of stem is preserved 

I”). 

“eating, food”). 

of duna’ “fire”). 

klut- before w ;  wdwi “house”). 

“deer, deer meat”). 

Publications in American Archaeology and Ethnology, vol. 9. pp. 4. 5. 

in N. Yana before nasal consonants. 
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mitc!citcgumman~t‘ (23, I) “they had fire indeed” (mitc!-, mits!- “to 
have” ; -gumma- “truly, indeed”; -net6, reduced from -%-t‘i- 
remote past and quotative). 

mits!ciuhacnigi (164,4) “let us have fire!” (-ha- hortatory; is inor- 
ganic; -nigi “we”). 

mits!duwilmisindja “ I  hold fire in  one hand” (-wilmi- “on one side”). 
mits!wawii (181, 9) “have house, settle down!” ( - w a d -  “house”; 

mits!amdits!its!gisinu (181 ,  9) “you will have children” (‘amciits!i- 
“child” not used without -ts!gi- diminutive plural suffix; 4- 
present or future in  second person; -nu “you”). 

mits!djuk!uts!?i (177, I )  “to have (one’s) heart, have courage” 
(-djuk!uts!i-, absolute djdk!uts!i “heart” ; 

‘dieyausindja (28, 2) “I have carried fire” (‘ai-“ to carry”; Jy- is 
inorganic). 

auwPdzirusk‘inigi “we have gone for fire” (auwi- “to take”; is 
inorganic; -ru- “to go to do”; 4%- present in 1st person plural). 

Some of these examples seem capable of being regarded as of 
the “particular” type, while others bear interpretation as verbs of 
“general ” application. The normal method of expressing the 
objective relation is to  have the object noun in its absolute form 
follow the verb, a syntactic particle gi, which is employed to  in- 
dicate the non-subjective character of the following noun, standing 
between the two. Sometimes a noun object is not only incor- 
porated but also repeated as syntactic object with preceding gi. 
Thus the form ‘dicyausindja quoted above is in the text followed 
by gi Eduna “ (obj.) fire.” In parallel fashion we have auwiedusane- 
t‘iw ai Cdu‘ (167, 3) “the fire had been taken away” (-sa- “away”;  
-w-, elided from -wa- passive s u f f i ~ ; ~  ai “ i t ” ;  au‘ “fire,” female 
form) ; literally translated this sentence would read “ (it)-had- 
been-fire-taken-away it fire.” I t  would seem that  in Yana, 
as in Paiute, noun incorporation of the object is found chiefly in 
verbs of “characteristic” activity, a category in which verbs of 
desiring and possessing might very well be reckoned. Tha t  there 
is no sharp line of demarcation, however, between the incorporating 

imperative). 

infinitive). 

1 References are to page and line of “Yana Texts.” 
*The incorporated subject of a passive is morphologically identical with the incor- 

porated object of a transitive verb. This is true also in Nahuatl. 
AM. ANTH.. N. 5.. 13-18 
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and syntactic methods of rendering the object is indicated by the 
sentence mitslkldlplasinig ai %una (164, 6)  we shall have fire ” 
(-klaZ-pla- to keep”; -si- future in 1st person plural; -nig elided 
from -nigi), in which the verb and object do not coalesce into a 
single word; yet logically this sentence is quite analogous to the 
form mitslduha%gi “let us have fire!” already quoted. As in- 
corporated noun objects occur with particular frequency with 
klut- “to desire,” and mitsl- “to have,” it may be objected that 
these elements are not really verb stems but prefixes forming de- 
nominative verbs. In the first place, there are no prefixes in Yana. 
In the second place, klut- and mitsl- occur without incorporated 
nouns; thus we have klutdjub- ‘ I  to like, desire” and mitclk‘it 
(120, 13) “to come to (him),” 1 k l  “ to  have hither” (-k‘i “hither”; 

Examples of the locative and predicate subjective use in Yana 
infinitive). 

of incorporated nouns are: 

bu?djali%ai‘gadz5isiwandja “he kicks my calf” (but- “to kick”; 

s’8‘mawuPasindja “I give him to drink” ( f a -  causative form of s‘?- “to 
djaliledi‘gadu “calf of leg” ; -wandja “he me”). 

drink”; -ma- indirective suffix; -wa2-, incorporated form of b6lla 
“mouth”; -*a- causative suffix). 

djtyddjas (131, 3 )  “it tastes like human flesh” (djt- “to taste”; -y& 
incorporated form of ydna “person”; -dja- “off, away,” of un- 
certain application here; -s present tense, female form). 

dj?wdzp (131, 3 )  “ to  taste like deer meat.” 
kldja‘dumalgguisasi “it smells like dog meat” (ul- . . , -sa- “ to smell”; 

gaklt%T ( I7s1  9) “talk as medicine-man, call upon your protecting 
impera- 

The first two of these examples illustrate the locative, the last 
four the predicate subjective use of the incorporated noun. 

Well developed in Yana is the bahuvrihi type of verb. Examples 
are : 

dja‘dumdlggu “dog”). 

spirit!” (ga- “to talk, utter”; k!& “medicineman”; 
tive). 

‘dik!udalsindja “I am sick-handed” (‘aik!u- “to be sick”; -dal-, 
incomorated form of d611a “hand”). 

1 -In- assimilates to -Id. 
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da‘tewwlihandja “I had much deer meat, was much-deered” (dart*- 
“to be much”; -ha- past tense). 

t!infauguhandja “I  had little fire, was little-fired” (t!ini- “to be 
little”; * is inorganic; -gu- “a little”). 

tc!upW2iisi “it has a good seed, is good-seeded’’ (tc!up*- “to be 
good” ; -fc‘ui-, incorporated form of tc‘zina “eye, seed”), 

zi‘waisi “he has two deer, is two-deered” (d- “to be two”). 
bdiwifmidalsi “he is one-handed’’ (bai- “to be one”; wilrni- “on one 

k’kwawisindja “I  have no house, am no-housed’’ (K‘C- “to be not”). 
k‘dwdisk‘inigi “we have no deer meat, are ncs-meated.” 

side”). 

These verbs can not possibly be considered as secondary derivatives 
of compound nouns, for in compound nouns the qualifying member 
must always be nominal in form. Hence, if the first element of a 
compound noun is to be verbal in force, the verb stem must first 
be converted into a participle by the suffix -maw; thus “one person” 
is bdigumauydna (24,12) “one-just-being person. ” That “much,” 
“not,” and numerals are rendered in Yana by true verb stems is 
proved by such verb forms as ddrtxsi ‘‘ there is much ” ; djidngunst’ 
(25, 9) “they were just five” (djiman- “to be five”); and R‘dR‘inY‘ 
169,5) “she did not come” (Xi- “hither”). Bahuvrihi compound 
nouns are in Yana simply substantivized derivatives of bahuvrihi 
verbs, not direct combinations of a verb and noun stem. Thus 
dja‘dumdFgu “ hang-ears, dog” (d jd-  “to hang” ; -du- “down ” ; 
mcilggu “ear”) is a derivative of the verb dja‘dumctl*guisi “his ears 
hang” as truly as is p‘ub4lla “swim-about, duck” (p‘u- “to swim ”; 
-biz- “about, hither and thither”; -la, assimilated from -nu, noun 
ending) of p‘ub4lsi “he swims about.” 

Morphologically the incorporated noun of Yana is to be con- 
sidered as on a par with the numerous derivative suffixes of the 
verb, as is shown, among other things, by the fact that it may be 
immersed, as it were, in these, some of the prefixes preceding, others 
following the incorporated noun. The noun, then, when incor- 
porated, is adverbial in character as regards its relation to the verb 
stem, that is, in so far as the  derivative suffix is looked upon as 
adverbial in force rather than itself verbal with secondary position.’ 
~ ~~~~ 

1 See abstract of Yana structure in American Anthropologist, N. s., X I ,  p. IIO. 
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The morphologic parallelism of such verbs as klutxctisindja ‘‘ I want 
water” and k!zitsasindja “ I  want to go away” (-sn- “away”)  is 
obvious. In  Uto-Aztekan, where composition of independent 
verb stems takes place freely, there was no difficulty in interpreting 
noun incorporation as a kind of composition; in Yana, however, 
where the verb is regularly followed only by elements that, however 
concrete in meaning, never occur independently, i t  seems more 
appropriate to regard noun incorporation as a form of derivation 
or, at best, as something between composition and derivation. 

Of syntactically greater importance than in Yana, yet mor- 
phologically less clearly developed, is the noun incorporation of 
Takelma. As the writer has already discussed this problem in 
some detail in his forthcoming “Takelma Language of Southwestern 
Oregon,” i t  is not necessary to go into the matter fully in this 
place. All incorporated nouns are in Takelma prefixed to the verb 
stem, in contrast to the pronominal elements which, whether sub- 
jective or objective, are invariably suffixed. Here again, then, we 
see that noun and pronominal incorporation are unrelated mor- 
phologic processes. There is a further difference between the two 
sets of elements. The pronominal suffixes are as thoroughly 
welded with the verb stem (or verb stem plus its derivative suffixes) 
as one can desire, fully as much so, for instance, as in Indo-Germanic; 
on the other hand, incorporated nouns, and prefixed elements 
generally, are only loosely attached to the verb stem. Incorpo- 
ration of nouns is in Takelma something more than mere juxta- 
position and yet something less than composition or derivation ; 
it may be best described as proclisis of stems, the stem, however, 
often coinciding with the absolute form of the noun. 

The body-part stems occupy a somewhat special place in Takel- 
ma. As they hardly ever’ occur absolutely without possessive 
suffixes that, as a rule, are preceded by one or more formal suffixes 
serving to connect these with the stem, the prefixing of the bare 
stems of body-part nouns to  t.he verb stem gives such noun stems 
more decidedly the appearance of being incorporated than other 
- 

1To be published as part of Bulletin 40. pt. P, Bureau of American Ethnology 
See 5 5  34-36 (“Handbook of American Indian Languages.” edited by Dr F. Boas). 

of Takelma section. 
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nouns. “ my 
foot” (-dkk‘ “my”)  is sal-, that of dun-d-t‘k‘ “my rock” (-t‘k‘ 
“my”)  is dun-, a form coinciding with the absolute ddn. More- 
over, a number of body-part stems have developed a general 
locative meaning in which all trace of the original concrete signifi- 
cation is lost: thus dak‘- (cf. ddg-ax-dek‘ “my head”) means not 
only “head (obj.), with one’s head, in one’s head” but also “above, 
over.” Nevertheless, there are several frequently used body-part 
prefixes, such as 5- “hand,” that have no secondary local sense. 
One should beware of exaggerating the difference between body- 
part stems and other noun stems. I t  is true that certain body-part 
stems are more often incorporated and have a wider range of usage 
than other stems, but the fact that the relation of stem to abso- 
lute form with possessive suffix is identical in both classes of nouns 
and that, furthermore, noun stems not referring to parts of the body 
are at least quite clearly incorporated in an instrumental sense, makes 
it evident that the incorporative employment of body-part stems is 
more intense, as it were, than that of others, but not different in kind. 
Noun stems used with instrumental force always follow a locative 
prefix (not necessarily a noun stem), noun stems used as direct 
objects precede a locative prefix. .Hence i t  is clear that the incorpo- 
ration of any noun stem, if only i t  is used instrumentally and preceded 
by an unindependent element, is easily proved. I f ,  however, the 
noun is used objectively, it is only in the case of body-part stems, as a 
rule, that incorporation can be demonstrated beyond cavil. Other 
noun stems in such a position can be considered as independent 
of the verb. I t  is important to note, however, that a noun stem 
employed objectively regularly precedes the verb and that there is 
no pronominal suffix for the object of the third person.* These 
two points, taken together with the analogy of body-part stems, 
make something of a case for loose objective incorporation of noun 
stems other than those having reference to  body parts. 

Examples of incorporated instrumental and objective nouns, 
both body-part and other, may now be given: 

Thus the incorporated form of the noun sal-x-ddk‘ 

For phonetic key of Takelma see E. Sapir. “ Takelma Texts,” Anlhropologicul 

*Except sometimes when the object is personal, in which case a suffix -k’wa may 
This suffix. significantly enough, allows no objective noun to precede 

Publications University of Pennsyluaniu Muswm. Vol. XI, pp. 8-1 I .  

be employed. 
the verb. 
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waPit!ox6xi (114, 4) 1 “he gathered them together” (wa- local prefix 
“together”; -9- “hand” incorporated with instrumental meaning, 
cf. i-Jx-dlk‘ “my hand”; -t!oxox- aorist stem “to gather”; -i 
instrumental suffix). 

daasgek!eiha (102, 3) “he kept listening” ( a d -  “ear” incorporated 
with instrumental meaning, cf. da”-nx-dlk’ “my ear”; -sgek!eiha, 
continuative of -sgek!i’- aorist stem ‘ t o  listen”). 

xdp!i’n6”k‘wa (188, 20) “he was warming his back” ( x 6 -  “back” 
incorporated with objective meaning, cf. xci-hdm-t‘k‘ “my back” ; 
p!ii “fire” incorporated with instrumental meaning, cf. p!iy-d-t‘V 
“my fire”; - d u g -  aorist stem “to warm”; -k‘wa “one’s own”). 

gwenwuyasgut!zisgathi (144, 3) “with (his) knife he cut their necks” 
(gwen- “neck” incorporated with objective meaning, cf. Rwen-hau- 
x-dLk‘ “my nape”; waya “knife” incorporated with instrumental 
meaning, cf. wayd-t‘k‘ “my knife”; sgutlusgat-, distributive of 
sg6”d- aorist stem “to cut”; -hi instrumental suffix). 

wiZi-waeit!dnidae (28, 13) “you will keep house” (wili “house” loosely 
incorporated as object; wa- “together” ; -% “with hand”; -t!an- 
verb stem “to hold”; 4- instrumental suffix; -dae 2nd singular 
future subject). 

2eIai-s’iigiis’axgwa%z “I am sleepy” (wui- “sleep, sleepiness” incor- 
porated noun, not occurring otherwise, used as object, cf. verb 
stem wai- “to sleep”; s‘iigzh‘ax- reduplicated aorist stem “to be 
confused (?)” ; -gwa- comitative suffix “having”; -*a first person 
singular aorist subject transitive). 

An incorporated noun is also, though rarely, found used subjectively 
or predicate subjectively in intransitive verbs. An example of 
each usage is here given: 

baabeak!i;yiik‘dae “forenoon” (baa- local prefix “up”; be” “sun” incor- 
porated as subject; k!iyi;k‘- aorist stem “to go, proceed”; -due 
aorist subordinating suffix). 

mot‘dk‘ (17, 13) “he visited his wife’s parents, lit., he son-in-law 
arrived” (moti- “son-in-law,” not ordinarily used as absolute 
noun; wo‘k‘ aorist verb form “he arrived”). 

Before leaving Takelma it may be noted that all the verb forms 
here given are particular in application. On the whole it seems that 
this language has a decided tendency towards noun incorporation, 

1 References are to page and line of “Takelma Texts.” 
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but has not carried the process of coalescence far enough to give the 
incorporated noun that is not a body-part stem ? characteristically 
incorporative appearance. Another way of putting i t  is to say 
that Takelma stands midway between two such typical extremes 
as Athabascan and Iroquois. 

No more thorough-going instance of a noun-incorporating 
language can be required than Iroquois. I t  is significant of the 
frequency with which noun incorporation occurs in Iroquois that 
in an Oneida text of barely twenty lines published by Dr Boas 
a t  the end of his recent study of Iroquois’ no less than nineteen 
examples of this process are found, five passive and reflexive verbs 
being included in the number. As in this study Dr Boas has dis- 
cussed and illustrated the main facts in regard to Iroquois noun 
incorporation, we can content ourselves here with merely reviewing 
some of these facts and selecting from his illustrative material. 

Inanimate nouns are regularly incorporated into the verb- 
complex when used as subject or object, apparently also at times 
when predicate subjective (or objective) in force. The animate 
noun does not seem to be as often incorporated as the inanimate 
noun; the animate subject, according to Dr Boas, is in fact never 
incorporated.a Three points are of importance as indicating to 
what a degree the incorporated noun coalesces with the verb stem 
into a firm unit. In the first place the incorporated noun stem, if in 
its absolute form provided with one of the noun-forming prefixes 
ga- or 0-, loses this prefix; in the second place it is always placed 
between the preceding subjective or objective pronominal element 
and the following verb stem, the verb stem, however, being im- 
mediately preceded by one of the five vowels a,  e, i, I ,  0, according 
to the formal class of the verb; in the third place many incorporated 
nouns take a suffix (generally -sZa- or zla-,4 -gum-, or inserted ‘) 

1 F. Boas, ” Notes on the Iroquois Language,” Putnam Anniversary Volume, 

2 Passives and reflexives are formed in Iroquois by incorporating what might be 
called “empty” nouns, to borrow a convenient Chinese term. They are respectively 
-d- and -dad-, both a-stems. See Boas, loc. cit., p. 457, notes 6, XI. 

*Incorporated -dA% “friend” (Boas, loc. cit., p. 458, note 46) is perhaps rather 
predicate subjective than truly subjective: “they were not good as friends, i. c.. they 
were not friendly,” not “the friends were not good.” 

.- 

PP 121-460. 

4 In Oneida. Equivalent to Mohawk -sma-. 
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originally, i t  would seem, of verbal abstractive force, before the 
characteristic vowel of the verb stem. The form of the pronominal 
element preceding the incorporated noun depends on the inherent 
vocalic class of the noun, there being five paradigms of pronominal 
prefixes corresponding to the five vowels enumerated.’ This 
vocalic class of the incorporated noun is in no way connected with 
that of the following verb stem or with the prefix of the noun in 
its absolute form. 

A few selected examples of Oneida noun incorporation are taken 
from Dr Boas’ text; the analysis of the forms is taken chiefly from 
the notes to the text. 

yot‘a‘izu’” (455, 4) 2 “the trail was finished” (yo-  third person non- 
masculine singular objective 8 of a- paradigm; -Pai- = -a- + - ‘a i -  ; 
-d- passive of a-class; -‘a‘- incorporated form, without suffix, of 
absolute o-la‘a “trail,” object of verb stem: -izum consists of 
prefix 4- of uncertain meaning and perfect verb stem -zum “to 
finish” of e-class but lost -e-, Boas, loc. cit., p. 452). 

yelAnnodddi (455, 6) “someone carried song along. sang as he went 
along” (ye- third person indefinite subjective of e-paradigm ; 
-1A”n- incorporated form, without suffix, of absolute ga-lA”nd 
“song” of e-class; -0-dadi consists of class vowel -0- and present 
verb stem -dadi “to carry along,” regularly employed with 
incorporated object). 

llindnagla‘slezdksgwe~ (456, 5 )  “they searched for .villages” lun- = 
hm- third person masculine plural subjective of a-paradigm; 
-d- passive p -nagla‘& incorporated form of absolute nag1u”sla 
“village,” derivative in -sla of aorist verb stem naglat- “to live”; 
-e-zaks consists of class-vowel -e- and present verb stem -zaks 
“to search”; -gwd imperfect tense). 

d ~ ~ w a d e s ~ ~ n d w a ~  (456, 9) “there they name were given” (durn- seems 
to represent a combination of three distinct prefixes: de- duality 
concept, relation of name to name bearer, practically equivalent 

1For these paradigms see Boas, loc. cit., pp. U Z .  3. Cf. J. A. Cuoq, htudes 
philologiques sur quelques langues sauvages de l’dmtrique, p. 99. 

*References are to page and line of Boas, loc. cit. For phonetic key see Boas, 
loc. cit.. pp. 427-430. 

aSubjects of verbs that are perfect in tense are objective in form. See Boas, 
loc. cit., p. 438. 

4 I t  is difficult to see what office this “passive” serves here. Is it to be understood 
as incorpdrated with nagla‘- “to live.” -d-nazla‘sl(a)- meaning “wherein it is lived”? 
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to indirect object, -d- demonstrative “there,” and wa- aoristprefix;’ 
-wa- third person non-masculine singular of a- paradigm; -d- 
passive: -e-SAnn- consists of class-vowel -e- and incorporated 
form of absolute o-‘sA”nd “name”; -&w? consists of class-vowel 
-a- and aorist verb stem -wP “to give”). 

sasagoyddagd ne yekzctc (456, I )  “he again body-took up the child, 
rescued the child” (sa-, za- contracted from z- “again” and wa- 
aorist prefix; sago- “he . . . somebody” combined form of third 
person masculine singular subject and third person indefinite 
object; -ydda incorporated form of absolute o-ydda “body”; -g6, 
-‘gd aorist verb stem “to pick up, gather’’ of e- class but lost -e-; 
ne article “the”; y e k d  “child”). 

y0nA”ydde (456, 6) “stone stood” (yo-  third person non-masculine 
singular objective * of e-paradigm ; -nA”y- incorporated form of 
absolute O-nAnyde “stone” of e-class; -6-de consists of class- 
vowel -0- and verb stem -de “to stand”). 

jcyado’dil” (455, 8) “again her body was, again she seemed” ( j e -  = 
e-ye-; z -  “again”; -ye- third person indefinite subjective8 of e- 
paradigm ; -yad-  incorporated form of absolute o-ydda “body”; 
-0-dAn consists of class-vowel -0- and present verb stem -dAn 
“to be thus”). 

ni‘onad~asddA” (456, 7) “their fate would be thus” (ni- adverbial 
prefix “thus” ; - ‘ o m -  third person masculine plural objective of 
a-paradigm, changed from -lonu- because of preceding prefix; 
-alas- = dlasw- before following 0- .  incorporated form of absolute 
a-dldswa “fate” of a-class; -o-dA” as in preceding verb form). 

The first five of these forms illustrate noun incorporation of the 
object, the last three of the subject. Two of the former are passives, 
but the incorporated noun is doubtless to be considered as the object 
of the transitive verb stem, not the subject of the secondarily 
passive verb form ; in these cases the non-masculine pronominal 
subject refers not to the nominal subject, from our English point 
of view, but to the incorporated passive stem -d- replacing a logical 
subject. This morphologic affiliation of passives with transitives 
rather than with intransitives is characteristic of more than one 

‘See Boas, loc. cit., p. 451, 110. 6, second paragraph. 
’Verbs expressing a state have as pronominal logical subjects objective forms. 

See Boas, loc. cit., p. 438. 
3 Why subjective? Cf. preceding and following verb forms. 
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Amerkan linguistic stock; in Iroquois “the trail is finished” is not 
to be analyzed as “ the-trail is-finished,’’ but “ i t  is trail-finish-ed.” 

At first sight such a form as ye1A”nodddi with its pronominal 
subject (ye-) and nominal object ( -1~”n)  seems to indicate that 
the incorporated noun object is the equivalent of a pronominal 
objective prefix, or rather that the combined pronominal subjective 
(or objective) prefix and objectively incorporated noun are the 
morphologic, as well as syntactic, equivalent of the composite 
subject-object pronominal prefix; thus ye-ZA”n = “ somebody-song ” 
might be directly compared with gumye- “somebody . . . i t  
(non-masculine singular).” Here, then, we would a t  last have an 
instance in which noun incorporation is similar in spirit as well as 
in name to pronominal incorporation, and such a view would be 
further confirmed by the fact that both pronominal elements and 
incorporated nouns are prefixed to the verb stem and follow certain 
adverbial prefixes (such as z- “again,” demonstrative d-, future 
A”-).  Comparison with other verb forms, however, soon shows this 
view to be untenable. Were it correct, we should expect to find 
that intransitive verbs with incorporated noun subject would do 
without a pronominal subject (or object) prefix as being unnecces- 
sary, yet reference to a form like yonA”y6de “ i t  stone-stood” shows 
that such finite verb forms are impossible. Moreover, in forms 
like sasagoyddug6 “he again somebody body-gathered” we see that 
the incorporation of a noun object (e.g. -yada- “body”) does not 
preclude the possibility of a pronominal subject-object prefix (e .  g .  
-sago- “he . . . somebody”). I t  is clear that in no case is the 
incorporated noun the equivalent of a pronominal prefix. In 
other words, noun incorporation in Iroquois, as elsewhere in America, 
is not pronominal replacement, which might be considered a syn- 
tactic process, but a kind of derivational or compositional,’ at any 
rate a purely non-syntactic or etymologic process, the morphologic 
equivalent of a logically syntactic one. 

1 The fact that two noun stems are never compounded in Iroquois and that all 
apparent compound nouns consisting of noun stem and verb (or adjective) stem are 
really derivatives of verbs with incorporated nouns, makes this type of “composition ” 
B highly specialized one. If, as in Yana, incorporated nouns could be morphologically 
grouped with adverbial affixes. there need be no hesitation in calling the process “deri- 
vational.” As it is, Iroquois noun incorporation is something more or less sri generis, 
difficult to assign to any recognized morphologic category. 
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The distinction between subjective and objective noun incor- 
poration is thus merely of logical or syntactic value ; morphologically 
it has no significance. A more important one is illustrated in the 
examples given. In the first four and in the sixth examples the 
incorporated object or subject is logically unmodified by a possessive 
pronoun or genitive; the incorporation is of an unqualified noun. 
In the fifth and last examples, however, the incorporated object 
or subject is logically qualified by a possessive pronoun or genitive, 
or, to put it more accurately, if these sentences are translated into 
an Indo-Germanic language, the nominal object or subject, now 
freed from the verb, will be found to be thus qualified. The three 
sentences referred to (“he again took up the child’s body,” “again 
her body was,” “their fate would be thus”) illustrate what might 
be calleq possessed ” noun incorporation. The Iroquois rule 
covering such cases may be thus stated:-if a noun capable of 
incorporation is qualified by a possessive pronoun or genitive, the 
noun stem is incorporated into the verb (forms a quasi-compound 
with the verb), while its modifier is expressed as the pronominal 
subject 2 or object of the verb according to whether the noun when 
incorporated is the syntactical equivalent of a subject or object; 
if the modifier is a genitive, i t  follows the verb as in apposition to 
its pronominal representative in the verb. The three sentences 
just given in English form thus become in Iroquois: “again he- 
somebody-gathered the child,” “ again she-body-was,’’ “ thus 
they-fate-are.” This construction has considerable resemblance 
to the bahuvrihi type of verb (“she was again so-bodied,’’ “thus 
they are so-fated,’’ waga-dlasw-iyo “I-fate-good am, I am good 
-fated”),S differing from it in that it is not confined to neuter 
verbs and does not necessarily imply general or permanent activity. 
In a neuter verb with unpossessed incorporated noun like yonA”ybde 
“a  stone stood” there is only one object (or person) referred to 

1 The Iroquois distinction of active and neuter verbs obtains in all verbs, whether 
with or without incorporated noun. Transitive and intransitive are terms of little 
meaning in Iroquois, unless we choose to call such verbs “transitive” as have combined 
subject and object pronominal prefixes; all other verb forms, even such as have in- 
corporated noun objects, would then he “intransitive.” 

1 Objective in form if the verb is neuter. 
8 1 .  e. “ I  have good luck, my luck is good.” See Boas, loc, cit., p. 459. note 52. 
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(“stone”) ; in a neuter verb with possessed incorporated noun 
like n i ‘ ~ n ~ d Z & d ~ ~  “thus is their fate” two objects (or persons) 
are referred to (“they” and “fate”),’ while in an  active verb with 
unpossessed or possessed incorporated noun (object) there are 
respectively two and three objects (or persons) referred to. 

Typically noun-incorporating is also Pawnee. The following 
examples are due to the courtesy of Dr Boas: 

tatt’tkdhw-t2 “I dig the ground” (ta- indicative prefix; -t- “ I ” ;  -51- 
knhw-t = -ttkZr-fiit; -z^tkZr- incorporated form of absolute noun 
itknr” “dirt”; -pit  verb stem “to dig”). 

tdhikstue” “I make an  arrow” (tak- = tatr-;  tat- as above; -riks incor- 
porated form of liks “arrow”; -st- = -sr-; -YU verb stem “to 
make”; -en temporal suffix). 

tatkituh”” “I  make a mortar” (tat- as above; -kituh- = -kitutr-; kitut 
“mortar”; -ru and -n as above). 

tikardhihu‘ ‘Ithe stone is large” (t i- third person indicative; -karih- = 
-karitr-; karit ‘ktone” ; -rih“ verb stem “to be large”). 

tirahur&rihus “the deer is large” (ti- as above; -rahurd- incorporated 
form of absolute noun nahurdk’ “deer,” -i + n- becoming - i r - ;  
-rihue as above). 

The first three examples show noun incorporation of the object, 
the last two of the subject. I t  is evident at first glance that  Pawnee 
noun incorporation is very similar to that of Iroquois. In both 
linguistic stocks the incorporated noun stem is inserted between the 
preceding pronominal element and the following verb stem, the 
pronominal prefix being itself preceded, if necessary, by a tense-modal 

‘This implies that yo- “it” of yonA”y6’de refers to +Any- ‘*stone.” I t  seems 
decidedly possible, however, that the third person non-masculine objective pronominal 
prefix of neuter and passive verbs (yo- of fist and sixth examples, wa- of fourth example) 
does not refer to the incorporated noun “subject” or passive -d-. but is impersonal in 
character, like our English “ i t ”  in “ i t  rains.” so that even in such verbs there are two 
distinct “objects” referred to. Should this interpretation of the non-masculine 
singular prefix of neuter verbs be correct, it follows that the distinction made above 
between unpossessed and possessed noun incorporatioh resolves itself into the dif- 
ference between impersonal and personal for neuter verbs and intransitive and trans- 
itive for active verbs (using the terms “ transitive” and “intransitive” in the specific- 
ally Iroquois sense defined above). 

* - denotes long vowel with rising accent, as in Takelma; 0 = i in English it; = 
whispered u;  k’ = palatal k; = “nasal breath with decided closure of the posterior 
nares and presumably f [or perhaps kl position of the tongue” (letter from Dr Boas); 
* = gl: ttal catch. 
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element (with Pawnee ta- compare Iroquois aoristic wu- and future 
A ” - ) .  Because of the peculiar phonetic laws of Pawnee the coal- 
escence of incorporated noun with pronoun and verb stem into a 
word unit is even carried further, if anything, than in Iroquois. 
In both Pawnee and Iroquois, it should be remarked, verbs with 
incorporated nouns are freely used to refer to  particular activities. 

I t  will probably be found that a fair number of other American 
linguistic stocks, that do not regularly use noun incorporation 
to express particular acts, nevertheless make use of the process in 
verbs of the general type, including bahuvrihi verbs. Algonkin 
seems to be a case in point. 

Cree nandawuwamiskwezu “he hunts beavers, is a beaver-hunter” 

Ojibwa pdginindgi “he has a swollen hand” (0-nin& “his hand”; 
(amisk “beaver”; nandonawew “he seeks him”). 

phgisi “it is swoIIen”).1 

Another language making use of noun incorporation in this 
limited sense is Tsimshian. Examples2 are: 

g.8l’Erla “to be a harpooner of seals” (g.2j-g- “to harpoon”; firla 
“seal”). 

S E y 8 W d y h U  “I  am a paddle-polisher’’ ( S E -  causative prefix “to 
make”; yet-g- “smooth” ; wdi “paddle” ; -nu “I” indicative). 

Enough evidence has been presented to make it clear that  
noun incorporation, even if the term be limited in its application 
to incorporation of subject or object, is by no means rare in America. 
Lest it be thought, however, that  noun incorporation is indeed the 
characteristic of American languages generally, i t  is well to point 
out that it is entirely absent in a large, perhaps the larger, number 

I These examples are taken from C .  C. Uhlenbeck, “Ontwerp vaneene vergelijkende 
Vormleer van eenige Algonkintalen,” Verhandelingen der koninklijke Akademic van 
WelenschaPen le Amsferdum, Afdeeling Letter-kunde, N. R., XI, no. 3. p. 65. In 
his Fox grammar Dr Jones makes no explicit reference to noun incorporation as a 
regular process (Algonquian, Handbook of American Indian Languages. I, pp. 735- 
873). Perhaps incorporated nouns are in Algonkin best looked upon as secondary 
stems with substantival force, cf. Fox -win& “horn” and -‘kwu- “woman” (pp. 796, 797). 

2 is e of English met; E is obscure vowel of 
undefined quality; g’ is palatal g; I is voiceless palatal I ;  I is uvular; ’ represents 
weak glottal catch. The dialect is that of Tsimshian proper. See now Boas, Tsim- 
shian, 0 34 (Handbook of American Indian Languages, I ,  365). 

*Due to the courtesy of Dr Boas. 
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of them. Such are Athabascan, Salish,’ Chinookan, Yokuts, 
Siouan, and Eskimo; and yet Athabascan and Eskimo might well 
be considered types of “ polysynthetic ” languages. 

We have seen that noun incorporation as ordinarily understood, 
that is, objective noun incorporation, can not be treated without 
reference to other syntactic uses of the incorporated noun. Ob- 
jective noun incorporation may be a justifiable theme to treat from 
a logical or psychological point of view, but as regards morphology 
there is every reason to consider this particular process a special 
case, syntactically speaking, of the more general process of coales- 
cence of noun stem and verb stem into a single verb form. Besides 
objective and subjective incorporation of noun stems, examples have 
been given of their use predicate objectively and subjectively, 
instrumentally, locatively, and in what have been termed bahuvrihi 
constructions. The manner of incorporation has been found to 
differ considerably in different linguistic stocks; this applies to  
position, degree of coalescence with verb stem, and morphological 
treatment of the incorporated noun. Despite all differences of 
detail one fact stands out prominently. In no case, not even in 
Iroquois, where the process is probably of greater syntactic im- 
portance than elsewhere, can the incorporated noun be considered 
as morphologically the equivalent of a pronominal affix. This does 
not mean that noun incorporation has no syntactic value. The 
characteristic fact about the process is that certain syntactic re- 
lations are expressed by what in varying degree may be called com- 
position or derivatione2 

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OE’ CANADA, 
OTTAWA, ONT. 

1 The “substantivals” of Salish and Kwakiutl, as already pointed out, are not 
instances of true noun incorporation. 

*Since this article was written (June, 1910) Mr J. P. Harrington has published 
sketches of two Tanoan dialects, Tiwa and Tewa. In Tiwa both direct and indirect 
noun objects may be incorporated in the verb complex, coming between the pronominal 
prefix and verb stem; such incorporation is obligatory for singular direct objects 
(American Anthropologist, N. s.. 12. 1910, p. 28). In Tewa singular direct objects 
may or may not be incorporated (ibid.. p. 501). Tanoan verbs with incorporated 
noun object are, as in Nahuatl and Shoshonean. noun-verb compounds. 


